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Currently if the SMEs can achieve data sharing in the data chain, the information 
chain and financial chain, more and more people could  fully use of the data 
resources, reduce data collection, data acquisition duplication and corresponding fees. 
But the business application systems are usually implemented, some are independent 
research and development, some are based on products from different vendors. 
Because the data from different vendors provide different ways, the data content, 
format and quality vary. Sometimes even appear difficult problem that the data 
formats can not conversion or information loses after data format conversion. This 
problem serious impediment the flow and sharing of the data in various  departments 
and software systems , then in the end a lot of information can not be shared, and 
business operations are not achieved smooth operation ,which forced to separate, and 
need too much manual intervention. This situation will reduce the efficiency. 
Therefore, how to effectively integrate the data management has become an inevitable 
choice so as to enhance business competitiveness.  
Based on the existing commercial message middleware, This thesis solves the 
enterprise’s practical "data island" problem. Major comprehensive analysis of existing 
commercial message middleware, and  enterprise practical "data islands" as 
example ,to do the  detailed analysis and  use messaging middleware as the core of 
the format  program , base on the existing commercial middleware（MS BizTalk 
server） to promote the systematic development .To achieve the multi-enterprise 
heterogeneous system, real-time synchronization, and complete system testing. 
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